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Abstract-In this note, we want to investigate the problem of the existence and uniqueness of a 
strongly degenerate problem associated to an operator of Leray-Lions type 
Au = -div(B(z, u, Vu)) + F(I, u) 
on an arbitrary domain R of RN. This time, the coercivity condition on B is of the form &(s, u, Vu) 
Vu 2 a(z)lVulp, the weight a(z) might vanish in 5, for instance a(z) = dist(r,S)v, v 2 0, S 
is a compact set in B. We show, for instance, that the problem Au = p E M(R), the space of 
bounded Radon measures, admits at least one solution in a functional set that we call “local T-set.” 
Furthermore, defining a suitable notion of renormalized solution when ,u E L’R, we can show some 
uniqueness result in this set under various conditions on a. 
1. ASSUMPTIONS ON THE OPERATOR 
Let R be an open subset of llXN, S a closed subset of n whose Lebesgue N-dimensional measure 
iszero,pandytworealnumberswithp-l<y<~(p-l)ifl<p<Nandp-l<y<oo 
otherwise. We denote by a, b two nonnegative functions on D’, which might vanish or go to 
infinity on S, and & a Caratheodory function from R x Iw x IWN into IWN. We assume, for all 
closed neighbourhoods S of 5’ in IWN, and a.e. in R, that 
0 < $in{“,b} I sup{a,b} < co, ; E L”s1, b E L’R, (ab) 
n\s 
&(z, u, 0 . e 2 mlrl”, vu E IR, V’E E RN (6.1) 
I&(z,@ < +,{ IzlIp-l + IEIP-’ +ao(z)}, vu E IF!, vc E IWN (li.2) 
[a(z,u,E) - +Jd] . [E - r1 > 0, vu E IL?, v/E # < E lWN, (G.3) 
where a0 2 0 is a function in the weighted Lebesgue space LP’(!d, u) with p’ = p/(p - 1). 
We will study the operator Au = -div (iL(z, u, Vu)) + b(z) IuI’-’ u. 
2. LOCAL T-SETS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
We define L:;z(R \ S) to be the set of all functions u : R + R measurable with the property 
that for all Cp E Lip,(R) and all w cc R \ S, 
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Also, for p E L’Q we define A:$(fi \ S,a, p) to be the subset of L:$(n \ 5’) consisting of all 
functions v with the property that 
JalV@(v)l’ I 
J 1 Ip( ~““’ IQ (t)lPdt dx, V@ E Lip,(R). R n (1) 
Here Lip,(W) = {(a E W l,O” (R) 1 W E LP(R), Q(O) = o}, w cc R \ S means that w is an open 
relatively compact subset of 0 \ S, and vk = Tk(v) with Tk(t) = (l/2){ It + /cl - It - k(} (t E W) 
(k > 0). For p E M(a) \ L1 (fl), the inequality (1) is replaced by 
J alv~(v)IP 5 4kyn) IP'IIr(R)~ 
R 
L:dz(R \ S) is called local T-set and A:$(0 \ S, a, p), local T-subset. The T-sets share many 
properties with classical Sobolev spaces. In particular, Stampacchia’s property and the chain 
rule with Lipschitz functions are true. For s > 0, we put 
LB,,(R) = {v : R + IR measurable ) [VI’ E L:,,(a)}. 
PROPOSITION 1. For all p > 1 the inclusion W,:z (R) c L:;:(0) holds, and jf: 
(a) p > IV, then L:;:(R) n L:,l,p’(,) = W,l,,,p (0); 
(b) 2 - h < P I N, then L:;F(fi) n L:,/,“‘(R) c IV,:: (Cl), Vq E [I, &(p - 1) [; 
(c) 1 < P < N, then L:;:(0) II L:,/,“‘(R) C Lf,,(O), Vs E IO, s,[ with s, = &(p - l), more 
precisely, for each w cc R and each s E 10, s,[, there exists a constant C such that, for all 
v E L:$?(fl) n L:,/,P’(R), the following inequality holds: 
with p* = Np/(N - p) and 6 = (sC - s)(N - p)/N. 
(d) P 2 N, then L:;:(n) n L;/:‘(R) c L;,,(Q), V’s > 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. For each T E IO, T,[ (T, = min 
{ 
A(P- l),p}) and each v E L:;:(R) n 
~;o?PL Ivvl’ E J%,(W 
PROPOSITION 3. If p E L1(0), for each v E A:$.(R,a,p) n LS(R), s > 0, and each T > 0, one 
has: 
lim 
m-CS3 J alVvlP = 0. 
tm-rllvl5m+r] 
3. TWO FUNDAMENTAL LEMMATA 
LEMMA 1. Assume that a E L’(n). Let {u,} c L:;z(n \ S), such that 
sup 
TZ>l J 
alu,l’ < 00 and 
cl 
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Then 
LEMMA 2. Assume that a satisfies condition (ah) and 8 conditions (&l)-(8.3). Let {un} c 
GdW \ S) 
be a sequence having the following properties: 
(a) there exist u E L:$(Q \ S) n L:,J'(il \ S), q E ] 1, $+I’[, and a constant C > 0 such that 
u,---+u a.e.inR and 
s 44 
q(p-l) + 
s 
a Ivu,IQ(p-l) 2 c, Vn 2 1; 
n R 
(b) for all k > kc, 2 0, the sequence {u:} remains in a bounded subset of W:d,p (0 \ S); 
(c) for all k > ko 2 0, and all ‘p E D(R \ S), there exist two functions & and 8 such that 
lim sup 
J 
cpiL (z, in, Vu,) . V (un - u”) I &c(e) + o(k), V& E [O,Eol 3 n+m 
{Iun-uklle) 
where so > 0, lim,la ok(s) = 0, 0 depending only on k, and limk,, e(k) = 0. 
Then 
s a IVulq(p-l) < 00 and &nm s a IV(u, - T_J)~‘(‘-~) = 0, vs E 10,9[, 
R R 
and, for a subsequence 
Vunl --+ Vu 8.e. in R. 
APPLICATION TO DEGENERATE PROBLEMS 
WITH MEASURES AS DATA 
4. THE CASE OF EQUATIONS. EXISTENCE 
Let WO be the subset of functions u of A:$(0 \ S, a, p) fl Lr(0, b) with the property that there 
exists a sequence {un} c Wi’p (a), such that 
DEFINITION 1. A function w E WO is called a weak solution of the generalized homogeneous 
Dirichlet problem associated with the equation Au = ,U E M(R) on D’(R \ S) if: 
I(?-& 9) = 
s 
ii((2,w,vw).v~+ blw17-‘w~=(P,(p), 
s 
VP E D(R \ S). 
R R 
We denote by (E) the problem which consists to find a function satisfying this definition. 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose p E L1(Q). A function w E A:;:(0 \ &a,~) f~ LY(C&b) is called a 
renormalized solution of the problem (E) if: 
n 
I(% w4cp) = J P@‘(W)(P, vq2 E LF(R \ S) fl w,>: (i-2 \ S), V@ E W,‘@(W). 
n 
Here and in the following, the subscript “c” stands for compact support. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume conditions (ab) and (&l)-(6.3) satisfied. Then the problem (E) has at 
least one weak solution on D’(R \ S) and, for p E L’(R), at least one renormalized solution. 
To prove this theorem, we approximate the degenerate problem (E) by a sequence of nonde- 
generate ones (E,), which can be solved by using Theorem 2.7 of [l, p. 1801. The sequence {un} 
of approximate solutions satisfies the estimates of Lemma 1 and the inequalities involved in the 
definitions of T-sets and T-subsets. As the sequence {w,} with v, = arctanu, is bounded in 
Loo(R), we may assume that w, - v in Loo(s2) weak-*. Let u = tanv. Therefore, {u,} and u 
satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 2. This permits us to pass to the limit to see that u is a weak 
solution of (E). To prove that this function ‘1~ is also a renormalized solution of (E), we use the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. For all k > 0, uk - uk strongly in W,y: (0 \ S) asn+co. 
5. THE CASE OF INEQUATIONS. EXISTENCE FOR /_L E L1(s2) 
Let 11, and Q be two measurable real functions on CI with 9 E L”(a). Put 
We assume K, ( $J, S) not empty. 
We introduce here “almost local” T-sets and subsets: R$zC(R \ S) is the subset of L:$(R \ S) 
consisting of all functions IJ such that, for all closed neighbourhoods S of S and all bounded open 
subsets B of R \ S, 
Q(v) E wl,p (a), ‘da E Lip,(R) and ;;; 
’ v’6>oy 
and for X 2 0, 7Z$EC.x(fi \ S,CJ,/A) is the subset of R$,P,(st \ S) consisting of all functions ‘u with 
the property that 
We will need the set X0 which is the part of Ri&(fl\ S, a, p) n LY(s1, b) consisting of all 
functions having the above property (3). 
DEFINITION 3. Let X = IQ/,,(,). A function w E X0 n K ($J, Q) is called an “‘almost local” 
weak solution of the variational inequality associated with A and p if: 
where 
qw,e(cpk-wk)) L Jpe('~"-wk), 
n 
Vv E K&$,9), Vl E WC’,? (RN,S) , Vlc 2 X, 
WC’,;” (IF?, S) = {e E W,‘+ (RN) 1 e 2 0 and e E 0 on a closed neighbourhood of S}. 
We denote by (Z) the problem which consists to find a function satisfying this definition. 
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DEFINITION 4. A function w E R~i~,,,(O \ S, a, CL) f’ LY(Q, b) n K($, 9) is called a renormalized 
solution of the problem (1) if: 
THEOREM 2. Assume conditions (ab) and (&l)-(6.3) satisfied. Then the problem (2) has at 
least one almost local weak solution and, for p E L’(O), at least one renormalized solution. 
As in the case of equations, to prove this theorem, we approximate the degenerate prob- 
lem (2) by a sequence of nondegenerate ones (In), which can be solved by using Theorem 8.2 
of [I, p. 2471. The sequence {un} of approximate solutions satisfies the estimates of Lemma 1 
and the inequalities involved in the definitions of RL&(R \ S) and Ri&(R \ S, a, p). Assuming 
that v, - 2, in La(R) weak--* and putting u = tanu, one can prove that {un} and u satisfy all 
the conditions of Lemma 2. Therefore, we can pass to the limit to see that u is an almost local 
weak solution of (Z). To prove that this function u is also a renormalized solution of (Z), we use 
Proposition 4, which remains true here. 
The T-sets and T-subsets were introduced in [2] to solve quasilinear elliptic problems with 
measures as data in the case where the framework of Sobolev spaces is insufficient. Some facts 
about these sets and subsets are given in this paper, where one can also find the ideas we used 
to get estimates of approximate solutions in the case of equations. To choose the test functions 
needed to get estimates of approximate solutions in the case of inequations, we used some results 
of [3]. The notion of renormalized solution (see [3] for a similar notion) was used in [4] to study 
nonlinear equations with the right hand side p in the dual of a Sobolev space. In (51 and [6], 
this notion was used to obtain existence and uniqueness in the case of nondegenerate elliptic 
equations with p E L’(R). Detailed proofs of the results of this note are given in [7] and [8]. The 
problem of uniqueness will be studied in Part II of this note. 
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